
vinyl
legends

The New Wave in Vinyl

Legends delivers everything you love about a real hardwood plank, captured in high-performance, 
waterproof luxury vinyl. With detailed textures and rich wood tones, boards fill rooms with natural 
charm and offer a range of colors made to uplift any home. At 60” long by 9” wide and ½” thick, 
boards are thicker than your average vinyl plank, making them especially sturdy. All that, plus a 20 mil 
protective wear layer for sandy feet and paws makes this reimagined vinyl the best value per square 
foot.
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Available Colors

Dawn PatrolUprush

Diamondhead

Saltwater Oak Laguna Sands

Golden Hour Outrigger Oak King Tide
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Get Thicker
A big practical advantage of Legends is 
the full half inch thickness of each board. 
A thicker floor not only better mimics 
hardwood, it also negates the need to change 
or cut existing baseboards and door jambs 
when replacing carpet, tile, or traditional 
wood.

Colors to Escape To
A palette with no wrong choices, Legends 
offers a variety of colors ranging from deeper, 
rustic wood tones to light, clear naturals. 
Authentic grains and specialized texturing 
get this luxury vinyl about as close to real 
hardwood as you can get.

Easy to Install & Clean
Click-lock planks make for projects that 
require no nails or glue. And once the floors 
are down, they’re simple to keep looking like 
new with a 100% waterproof construction and 
pet-friendly wear layer for improved scratch 
protection. 

Accessories

Construction 100% Waterproof (WPC 
Composite)

Milling Click-Lock

Grain HiFi Imaging™ with light wood 
grain

Plank Length 60”

Plank Width 9”

Plank Thickness 12mm

Attached Pad 1.5mm IXPE

Wear Layer 20mil./0.5mm

Package Weight (lb.) 55.89

Install Type Float

Residential Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty

LEED Points EQC4.3

Sound Rating (With 
Drop Ceiling and With  
CALI Complete)

IIC: 63
STC: 61

Indoor Air Quality Low Emitting VOC & Prop 65 
Compliant (VOC and Phthalate 
Test Results Available Upon 
Request)

Certification FloorScore®  Certified

Application Residential

Radiant Heat 
Compatible

Yes (up to 85°F)

Temperature Range 32°F - 113°F


